
RUBRICA MARITIME
Our fields of expertise: 
Maritime construction, 

bridges and tunnels



STATE-OF-THE-ART TECHNOLOGY

We aim to continuously and proactively improve the 
performance of our solutions.

UNIQUE SOLUTIONS

Innovation coupled with the latest technology enable 
us to develop unique solutions for our products.

OUR COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGE

Our ad hoc solutions for each project, superior applied 
technology and constant innovation before, during and 
following each project clearly differentiate us from 
our competitors. In addition, we are highly flexible, 
fast, efficient, and able to adapt to specific customer 
requirements.



Rubrica is a Spanish company with over 20 years 
experience in civil engineering work in the specialised 
construction sector. Confirmed by over 500 projects 
delivered. 

Rubrica consists of a team of highly qualified professional 
and technical personnel, including industrial, roads, ports, 
civil, mechanical and design engineers.

Our fields of expertise include: Rubrica Bridges, Rubrica 
Maritime and Rubrica Tunnels.
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The self-launching falsework system provides 
a simple, convenient and quick solution for 
constructing piled quays.

This solution comprises a monolithic system 
which allows the entire section of the quay to be 
constructed in-situ in a single concreting phase. 
Cold joints are therefore eliminated, which is a 
great advantage in the face of seismic risk.

In addition, it simplifies and facilitates joints in pile 
cap structures.

All the structure is at or below slab level, thereby 
eliminating the dangers of working with suspended 
loads.

Self-lAunChIng fAlSeWORK

The solution basically comprises steel formwork 
installed on a series of supports secured to 
concrete piles. The concrete piles are usually 
covered with a metal sleeve to which the brackets 
are welded for securing the supports.

The structure is constructed by sliding the 
formwork on rollers on the concrete pile supports 
and also includes vertical adjustment forms for 
formwork removal.
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Container Quay
Lázaro Cárdenas Port
Mexico

Patented Rubrica self-launching falsework 
system for in-situ construction of quays on 
piles

SELF-LAUNCHING FALSEWORK  ·   Vertical wavewall formwork   ·   capping Beams   ·   floating formwork   ·   underwater concrete     
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Ibiza - Botafoc
Spain

Mixed truss system, combining floating 
formwork and self-launching falsework 
formwork. The formwork enabled the 
construction of 30 m wide by up to 19 m long 
sections in weekly cycles.

www.youtube.com/user/RubricaIngenieria

RUBRICA MARITIME
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Sines Quay
Portugal

paita port 
Peru

Self-launching falsework for the construction of 
a quay on 1200 mm diameter piles at 6 m and 
12 m centres.

Self-launching falsework for the construction of  
a quay on 914 mm diameter piles

SELF-LAUNCHING FALSEWORK  ·   Vertical wavewall formwork   ·   capping Beams   ·   floating formwork   ·   underwater concrete     
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Standard formwork for vertical wavewall 
formwork construction basically consists of two 
side panels (landward panel and seaward panel), 
a front closure panel, called the end panel and a 
rear transverse beam.

In the majority of cases, the seaward panel will be 
shaped to  construct a breakwater on the vertical 
wavewall formwork.

The side panels are slightly longer than the length 
of the formwork advance to allow an overlap with 
the previous phase, in order to achieve proper 
alignment and at the same time prevent any slurry 
leakage.

VeRTICAl WAVeWAll fORMWORK

RUBRICA MARITIME
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Both side panels are fastened together by 
DYWIDAg bars through the concrete and are 
connected by a crossbeam assembly on the upper 
section. On the front section they are secured to 
the end panel whilst on the rear section they are 
secured to the rear crossbeam.

The end panel and the rear crossbeam house 
wheels which enable the formwork to advance 
and for the side panels' opening-closing systems.

In addition, the formwork is equipped with working 
platforms to enable access to all the elements 
which must be handled.

for formwork of considerable size, hydraulic 
cylinders open and close the side panels, whilst for 
smaller formwork this is via manual ball screws.

To prevent forward movement of the mould 
during concreting, a series of fixings to the section 
already in place takes advantage of the tie bar 
holes left in the previous block.

During concreting, formwork is held in place by 
ball screws, usually in the end panel and rear 
beam.

The form traveller is transferred to a new concreting 
position by movable wheels, for steering during 
the transfer. formwork is launched over the work.

Self-launching falsework  ·   VERTICAL WAVEWALL FORMWORK   ·   capping Beams   ·   floating formwork   ·   underwater concrete     
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A Coruña Port 
Punta Langosteira Extension 
Spain

Punta Sollana
Spain

formwork on 3 sides with a maximum advance of 15 
m. The advance is made by launching the formwork. 
Main features: - hydraulic opening - surface vibration 
method. Adjustable for various sections.

formwork for 10.25 m high vertical wavewall in a 
single concreting phase.
The structure has an advance of 6.87 m. The 
seaward side is topped with a breakwater section 
and the landward side has a 14º, slope, with surface 
vibration.

RUBRICA MARITIME
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Sea Defences 
Valencia Port
Spain

Vertical wavewall for sea defences. 
formwork on 3 sides with a maximum 
advance of 11 m.

The advance is made by launching the form-
work.

Features: 
- hydraulic opening 
- Surface vibration method

Self-launching falsework  ·   VERTICAL WAVEWALL FORMWORK   ·   capping Beams   ·   floating formwork   ·   underwater concrete     
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The mould for the capping beam basically 
comprises a landward side panel, a seaward side 
panel, front cover panel which supports the side 
panels on the front section, hydraulically operated 
sliding lower panel for the apron area and rear 
beam which secures the side panels.

The side panels are slightly longer than the 
formwork advance length in order to allow an 
overlap on the rear with the previously concreted 
section, thereby facilitating proper alignment 
between sections, and at the same time preventing 
slurry leaks.

The seaward panel enables sections to be 
constructed with a special length apron for the 
sea defence area and anchoring components can 
be left in position for sea defences.

CAPPIng BeAMS

RUBRICA MARITIME
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Seaward and landward panels are secured 
together by tie bars, and via cross beams on the 
upper section. In addition, they are secured to the 
end panel on the front section and secure the rear 
section of the rear beam.

Opening and closing the panels and lifting and 
lowering the mould for the advance, is via hydraulic 
cylinders located on the rear beam and end panel.

The form traveller advance is on suitably sized 
wheels, positioning the front section on a suitable 
bed and the rear section directly on the completed 
previous phase.

To prevent the structure tipping over during 
the concreting process ballast is required to be 
provided on site with RuBRICA supplying  plans 
and dimensions, plus details of its positioning in 
the installation.

To prevent forward movement of the mould 
during concreting, a series of fixings to the section 
already in place takes advantage of the tie bar 
holes on the previous block.

The structure is equipped with platforms in order 
that the workforce can access the various working 
areas of the mould.

Self-launching falsework  ·   Vertical wavewall formwork   ·   CAPPING BEAMS   ·   floating formwork   ·   underwater concrete     
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Sea Defences
Valencia Port
Spain

Gibraltar Port
Spain

RUBRICA MARITIME
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Superstructure
Qatar

Self-launching falsework  ·   Vertical wavewall formwork   ·   CAPPING BEAMS   ·   floating formwork   ·   underwater concrete     
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This type of formwork is a floating modular device 
for the construction of platforms in ports.

It comprises a form which constitutes the 
formwork base for the  port platform over which 
the concrete is poured. The form is divided in two 
halves lengthways.

Supporting this form, is a reinforced structure 
on its lower section with telescopic arms for 
separating the two halves of the form, to adjust its 

width to the surface to be shuttered. These arms 
also have the necessary fixings for securing the 
formwork to a fixed structure.

The mould has a series of passive floats to lighten 
its overall weight, and a series of active floats 
which allow height adjustment of the formwork. 
lifting it to position it at concreting level and 
lowering it for removal of formwork and moving.

flOATIng fORMWORK

RUBRICA MARITIME
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Mallorca Port
Spain

floating formwork for in-situ casting of 
concrete slabs between individual caissons 
approximately 8 m apart.

Self-launching falsework  ·   Vertical wavewall formwork   ·   capping Beams   ·   FLOATING FORMWORK   ·   underwater concrete     
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When establishing formwork for the construction 
of underwater walls, it is imperative to bear in 
mind the formwork crest level, i.e. if this is fully 
submerged or if the crest is above water level. 
Based on this, the mould is supplied with a total 
or partial floatation system, or even no floatation 
at all.

The formwork structure consists of two side 
panels which are secured together via tie bars, 
or louvres to prevent deformation of the form 
traveller, a front panel and a rear beam.

The side panels incorporate rear ties to prevent 
longitudinal displacement, counteracting the 
pressure of the concrete on the cover panel.

unDeRWATeR WAllS

RUBRICA MARITIME
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To advance the formwork, the side panels are 
opened by hydraulic cylinders on the front section 
and rear or by a joint system between the side 
panels and the front cover panel,opening only the 
rear section of the panels to free them from the 
concrete and be able to advance.

Once the completed section mould is separated 
the advance will depend on the mould's floatation 
system.

The complete floatation system consists of a 
series of floats which are filled with air to refloat 
the formwork and be able to move it from one 
concreting position to the next. These are flooded 
with water for positioning and securing for 
concreting.

Partial floatation is used for walls with the crest 
above water. level In this case, the front section 
of the mould is refloated by the floats whilst the 
rear section advances with the beam wheels on 
the previously completed work.

Where there is no floatation system, the mould is 
advanced by means of balloons, cranes, etc.

Self-launching falsework  ·   Vertical wavewall formwork   ·   capping Beams   ·   floating formwork   ·   UNDERWATER CONCRETE     
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Isla de Fuego Port
Cape Verde

Independent equipment with hydraulic 
opening/closing system, active floatation, 
tie bar load release system and hydraulic 
concreting system.

RUBRICA MARITIME
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Palmeira Port
Cape Verde

Independent equipment with hydraulic opening 
system , active floatation, tie bar load release 
system.

Self-launching falsework  ·   Vertical wavewall formwork   ·   capping Beams   ·   floating formwork   ·   UNDERWATER CONCRETE     
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ACRÓPODOS, ACRÓPODOS II, XBlOCK, CORe-lOC , CuBeS AnD OTheRS

MOulDS fOR PReCAST BlOCKS

Rubrica engineering is a ClI accredited partner 

RUBRICA MARITIME
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MOULDS FOR PRECAST BLOCKS   ·   Single-arm grippers   ·   Other projects

each mould is cut into several sections for 
transport. Moulds are equipped with jockey 
wheels or scaffold for positioning when empty, i.e. 
not filled with concrete.

The different sections of the moulds are closed by 
means of Dywidag screws and bars.

To facilitate concreting and vibration, two types of 
solutions are available:

- firstly, two working platforms may be used, one 
on each side of the mould, which are screwed 
together.

- secondly by using a practical, lightweight mobile 
scaffold. This scaffold can be moved from one 
mould to the next. We recommend a maximum of 
1 scaffold every 6 moulds.

The mould is opened for removing formwork by 
a screw extractor located in the the edge of the 
mould.



RUBRICA MARITIME

ACRÓPODO II
Constanza Port
Romania

ACRÓPODO I
Limón Port
Costa Rica
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X-BLOC
Moin Port
Costa Rica

CORE-LOC
Bolivar Port
Colombia

10 t Cubic Block 
Palmeira
Cape Verde

MOULDS FOR PRECAST BLOCKS   ·   Single-arm grippers   ·   Other projects
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Barcelona Port
Spain

Single-arm friction gripper for 
hoisting 70 t blocks

SIngle-ARM gRIPPeRS
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Azores
Portugal

moulds for precast blocks   ·   SINGLE-ARM GRIPPERS   ·   Other projects
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Gripper

OTheR PROjeCTS

hydraulic gripper with 6 independent arms for 
the recovery of different geometric shapes, 
suitable for larger capacity.
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moulds for precast Blocks ·   Single-arm grippers   ·   OTHER PROjECTS

Dolphin Moorings
Ibiza

To extend the "Transversal 2 Quay”, Botafoc 
Marina, Ibiza, three  dolphin moorings provide a 
375 m length of berthing on the south side and 
328 m on the north side.

The formwork system used comprises a series of 
supports on brackets welded to the steel sleeves 
of the piles on which the formwork structures are 
positioned. Base panels and vertical end panels.
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WHERE WE OPERATE

uSA
Mexico

Panama
Colombia

Peru
Chile

Paraguay

uruguay
Brazil
egypt

Kuwait
Qatar

Saudi Arabia
united Arab emirates

Spain
Portugal

Italy
Poland

Romania
united Kingdom

germany

Switzerland
Morocco

India
China

hong Kong
South Africa

Australia

RUBRICA TUNNELS



RUBRICA TUNNELS

Bored tunnels · cut and cover tunnels
inverted Vaults · galleries

junctions and Refuge niches · Other projects

RUBRICA BRIDGES

cable Stay Bridges  · arch Bridges
cantilever Bridges · formwork Bridges



Our partner in this area is:

HEADQUARTERS
Avda. Hermanos Bou. 246
12003 CASTELLÓN (Spain)
Tel: +34 964 28 02 40
Fax: +34 964 28 18 07
info@rubricaingenieria.es
www.rubricaingenieria.es


